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Abstract

Open Data is part of a broad global movement that is not only advancing science and scientific communication but also transforming modern society and how decisions are made. What began with a call for Open Science and the rise of online journals has extended to Open Data, based on the premise that if reports on data are open, then the generated or supporting data should be open as well. There have been a number of advances in Open Data over the last decade, spearheaded largely by governments. A real benefit of Open Data is not simply that single databases can be used more widely; it is that these data can also be leveraged, shared and combined with other data. Open Data facilitates scientific collaboration, enriches research and advances analytical capacity to inform decisions. In the human and environmental health realms, for example, the ability to access and combine diverse data can advance early signal detection, improve analysis and evaluation, inform program and policy development, increase capacity for public participation, enable transparency and improve accountability. However, challenges remain. Enormous resources are needed to make the technological shift to open and interoperable databases accessible with common protocols and terminology. Amongst data generators and users, this shift also involves a cultural change: from regarding databases as restricted intellectual property, to considering data as a common good. There is a need to address legal and ethical considerations in making this shift. Finally, along with efforts to modify infrastructure and address the cultural, legal and ethical issues, it is important to share the information equitably and effectively. While there is great potential of the open, timely, equitable and straightforward sharing of data, fully realizing the myriad of benefits of Open Data will depend on how effectively these challenges are addressed.

Introduction

In June 2013, Canada and the other G8 countries adopted the G8 Open Data Charter (1). Open Data is part of a broad global movement that is not only advancing science and scientific communication, but is also transforming modern society and how decisions are made. This global movement is arguably one of the most important advances in evidence-based activities this century. Open Data has been defined as “structured data that is machine-readable, freely shared, used and built on without restrictions.” (2). The two main criteria for Open Data are that they must be freely available online and in a format that allows re-use.

This article provides a brief history of Open Data, explores its potential benefits, challenges and discusses the current state of Open Data in public health in Canada, with a focus on infectious diseases.

A brief history

Openness and sharing of discovery has been at the heart of science since the scientific method was first described by Aristotle (3). However, historically, neither scientific reports nor the data upon which these reports were based have been easily accessible. Scientific research was published in journals where access required paid subscriptions (or was a benefit of paid membership in an association), and databases were considered as the private and intellectual property of those who developed them. Databases were, and often still are, created and stored in different ways, analyzed by different methods, and thus can be deeply siloed.

In the 1970s, Robert Merton, who is considered the founder of the sociology of science, began advancing the idea that research should be freely accessible to all. He asserted that one “Mertonian norm” in the ethos of modern science was that
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The potential of Open Data for public health

It has long been recognized that population health surveillance is one of the pillars of public health, yet the use and development of new technologies to collect, analyze and share surveillance data has been slow to develop, hindering the effectiveness of informing public health policy and action (12). Open Data is one effective way to address the need to strengthen public health surveillance.

An early example of a strengthened public health surveillance system through the use of open data is the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS). First developed in 15 states in the United States (US) in 1984, it now includes all US states and territories. Public health officials have used BRFSS for monitoring and responding to public health emergencies in real-time, such as developing the public health response to the effects of Hurricane Katrina in 2005 and monitoring the uptake of the H1N1 vaccine during the influenza pandemic in 2009. Currently, BRFSS data are integrated into the emergency response plan for drought-related threats to public health (13). It has been completely open access since 2014 (14).

Canada also has a number of online databases, including several maintained by the Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC). The Public Health InfoBase (15), for example, offers easy-to-use tools for accessing and viewing public health data pertaining to chronic diseases, mental health, risk and protective factors and associated determinants of health. By using the search function and selecting criteria through drop down menus, users of the Public Health Infobase can view data from different data sources in various formats.

In this issue of the Canada Communicable Disease Report, Totten et al. describe recent updates to the Canadian Notifiable Disease Surveillance System (CNDSS) and its interactive website (16). Established in 1924, the CNDSS is based on a federal/provincial/territorial collaboration that provides the latest data on key infectious diseases in Canada. Over the years, it has evolved to include an interactive public website that gives anyone the ability to easily create customized figures and tables on multiple diseases and to consider trends by age, sex and year. Currently, this information can be exported into PDF or Excel file formats, but soon it will be possible to download the databases into statistical software programs.

Another example is PulseNet Canada (PNC) run by the PHAC’s National Microbiology Laboratory (NML). This system highlights the successful development of high tech, advanced analytical science, providing real-time molecular surveillance and outbreak detection for foodborne disease, such as Salmonella and Listeria (17). The NML uses whole genome sequencing (wgs) technology for laboratory-based surveillance. PHAC currently is in the process of releasing all PNC-generated wgs data on outbreak strains originating in Canada to the National Centre for Biotechnology Information’s GenBank (18) online database. These efforts support Open Data and facilitate real-time data sharing with international, provincial and federal partners as well as industry to improve outbreak investigation, give insights into transmission patterns of emerging infections, and strengthen the One Health approach to surveillance.
An increasingly obvious benefit of Open Data is not simply that a single database can be used more widely; it is that these data can be leveraged, shared and combined with other data sets. This creates novel opportunities for scientific collaboration and partnership. For example, surveillance data on sexually-transmitted infections have been paired with data on the number of hits of public health messaging on social media sites to assess the effectiveness of infectious disease outbreak control (19). Open Data from satellites on weather and environmental indicators has been used to help predict increased risk of floods, fires and extreme weather events to trigger and inform mitigation efforts (20).

Some of the many potential benefits of Open Data in public health are summarized in the textbox below.

**Textbox: Summary of the potential benefits of Open Data in public health**

- Increases opportunities for scientific collaboration and partnerships
- Enriches research and analytical capacity
- Improves early detection of health and environmental threats
- Improves option analysis and monitoring real-time response
- Informs interventions and policy decisions
- Improves evaluation capacity and performance indicators
- Increases capacity for public participation
- Enables transparency and improves accountability

**Challenges of Open Data**

While the possibilities of Open Data are vast and promising, there are numerous challenges that need to be addressed to truly reap the benefits. They can be grouped into three key areas: making the technological shift; making the social and cultural shift that includes not only social norms, but also legal and ethical issues; and avoiding the pitfalls.

**Making the technological shift**

Open Data requires significant resources to set up databases for public use and combinability. Appropriate technological infrastructure is necessary, including software programs, high capacity computers and cloud-based solutions to store and analyze large amounts of data. Open Data also requires clear standards to ensure transparency regarding the source, how the data are generated, its combinability with other data and its limitations. Finally, there is a need for training to develop different types of expertise in systems and analytics. Some databases, such as the CNDSS, can easily generate quite simple graphs and trends. However, with the use of more complex databases, the combining of databases or the use of large amounts of data, analytics has become more sophisticated and this requires development of analytical capacity.

**Making the social and cultural shift**

Although the call for Open Data began as a popular movement, there is still hesitancy in making some databases freely available. Not everyone wants to, or is able to, share their data. Developing excellent databases take a lot of time, work, resources and skill. If people share their hard-earned databases, will they get appropriate recognition? There has to be some motivation to spend time developing databases without the worry that its use will only enable others to get credit for the analysis and publication of those data. There is also the legitimate concern that open data could be used inappropriately, if the purpose for which the data was collected and the limitations of the data are not well-understood.

The hesitancy to share data is also often linked to legal and ethical issues. Who owns these data? Is there legislative support for data sharing? Especially with healthcare and public health databases, there are concerns about safeguarding privacy and confidentiality. There is a recognition that the call for openness and transparency needs to be tempered by the need to respect privacy and confidentiality. Generally, there are careful protocols for ensuring non-identifiability, but what if this is not done adequately, or the efforts to ensure confidentiality can be circumvented? This hesitancy highlights the need for clear standards and policies.

There is a concern about equity. Without the infrastructure capacity or expertise to access and make use of the data, is it really open to all? This also introduces a number of questions. What type and scope of data are being gathered? Whose interests are being prioritized? These and other aspects regarding equity will be explored during this year’s International Open Access Week where the theme is “Open for Whom? Equity in Open Knowledge” (21). Equity is being addressed by international initiatives, such as the Open Government Partnership that help to support scientists and other governments in less resource-rich environments (22).

**Avoiding the pitfalls**

There are two obvious pitfalls with the Open Data movement that need to be managed. The first is the need for common language, definitions, principles and tools—a common understanding of data management and best practices for data sharing agreements. This common approach is particularly important in situations where multiple disciplines are involved, where there are often different assumptions, different methodologies and practices, and when the same or similar terms can have different meanings.
Secondly, with so much focus on infrastructure, management and analytical capacity, there is a need to ensure that efforts are made to communicate the results of data-driven research effectively. With data creation growing at unprecedented rates, we are gathering more data than we can digest and deliver in an understandable way. For the analysis of Open Data to have optimal uptake, there is a need to advance ways of presenting data that will ensure that it is both succinct and understandable. With more and more data available, data are often combined from different disciplines, which means greater creativity in summarizing data—not only with tables and figures, but also visual abstracts, infographics, dashboards and more.

Discussion

Open Data represents a fundamental and massive shift in how we conduct research, make decisions, develop policy and evaluate our interventions. There is increasing pressure and expectation by the public for researchers and governments to show and share the data and information that public funds have generated. The potential benefits of making data open and accessible are very exciting; however, the challenges in making this happen are substantial and should not be underestimated.

So where are we in terms of addressing the challenges and reaping the benefits of Open Data in public health? With respect to the technological shift, there has been a lot of progress, but appropriate technology and infrastructure is still being developed at all levels of government. Some areas of public health science, such as bioinformatics, are well ahead in current activities and in future planning for technologies and infrastructures. Other areas are less well developed. In addition, a socio-cultural shift is still underway and there remain those who are still hesitant to share their data.

Addressing concerns around legal and contractual obligations will require careful and considered legislative change in some domains. For example, a recent federal plan to advance Open Data identified the need to update the Statistics Act (23). For public health, specifically, work is underway to balance Open Data with regulatory limitations, and address privacy and confidentiality concerns. In avoiding the numerous potential pitfalls, developing a common language and applying best practices in data sharing, we are in the early days. In Canada, the Multilateral Information Sharing Agreement (MLISA) is likely to be a landmark document that identifies best practices for the sharing of public health surveillance information amongst the federal, provincial and territorial governments; however, the details of this agreement are still being advanced (24). For example, MLISA includes appropriate attribution, which is a hallmark of the Creative Common license, but which has not been a widespread feature of Open Data. The MLISA also includes safeguards to promote and ensure appropriate use of data. These features have gone a long way to address the concerns of those who created the databases that their work will be acknowledged and used appropriately.

In terms of effectively communicating the results, a lot of progress has been made since the early days when data sets were simply placed on the web with little explanation. Although there has been a perennial need to make scientific communications accessible, this need becomes even more acute with the data revolution that is currently underway. We need to find more ways to summarize data and make the key messages evermore succinct and memorable.

With Open Data still very much in development in public health, what are the next steps? When considering the increased of Open Data demands balanced against limited resources, there is a need to better understand the type, degree of uptake and use of Open Data. Good, reliable and freely accessible public health data could be useful to students and researchers (undergraduate to postdoctoral), federal, provincial and territorial governments, non-profit organizations, healthcare and public health professionals, as well as journalists. The idea of the “public good” derived from Open Data is attractive in principle, but is it actually being used and to what extent? It would also be interesting to assess if more access to health data increases engagement in personal and public health. Further to this, innovative projects that ask for public support and involvement in open data generation or analysis, through activities such as crowd-sourcing (25) or hack-a-thons (26), could extend the reach and resources of public health.

Conclusion

Technologies and science will continue to contribute to the explosive generation of data. The possibilities that these data create have captured the scientific imagination. The global trend to embrace Open Science and Open Data reflects the inherent desire by many to work collaboratively to address complex issues, recognizing the benefit of multiple perspectives, the leveraging of resources, the advancement of research methodologies and the benefits of timely, robust data to inform decisions made in many domains. Public health has started to reap the many anticipated benefits that openness and transparency of data present; and work continues to address the significant challenges involved in making a successful transition towards this “new normal”. Stay tuned.
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